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Abstract: The arrival of Russian in latin America and strategic relasian sheep with venesuela must be considered 
turning point in power play between USA and Russia. USA attempts to increase influence in soviet regions around 
the Russia has met Moscow response who see it self powerful in 1390 which can resist in front of West easily. At 
last, with happening of Georgia Grisis in recent summer, Russa rushed to USA privacy security in latin America to 
create strategy balance and decrees of USA stress to compete with USA.  Russa The geopolitical function of latin 
America which is consider dormant region to main international social area. It seems That Russia over throw cannot 
end. The competition between sea and land. As a result, It must be Considered as turning point in the Geopolitical 
definition in the region.  
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Introduction 
              The competition between Russia and USA 
arrives in new phase in recent years in respect of 
Geopolitics. Although the associations weren’t hard, 
USA attempts to increase of influence to Russia 
persuaded Russia to resist infront of USA. Russa 
which has no intend to strategic completion with west 
specially USA apparently couldn’t be bear 
geopolitical change in neighborhood regions. And see 
Washington sover eighty. Following china, new 
completions extend to different regions such as latin 
America, but there are main competitions in Eurosia.  
Eurasia has been in word political center from 
geostrategic went 500 year before the date of 
Vestafalia contract. (Brzezinski, 1997, xiii). It’s main 
center has been in west Europe. Although there are 
social and security assouations among players such as 
Korea, Japan and china in far east which shape 
subjective governments which defeated in front of 
USA, European colonization power. But regional 
government (states) were witne of original changes 
such as second word war and word wide 
computations as two super power were substituted 
with word order. 20 century has special place among 
states player. Arrival of power in west Hemisphere 
geostrategic ally (USA) and its completion infront of 
territory expansion list power in Orasia, is considered 
turning points in geopolitical and geostrategic 
substitution. Strategic participation to apposite 
(cambat0 with Nazi German and it’s associates and 
Unions and coalitions to control soviet union cause 
USA play a special role which was balancer. But 
soriet Horow out didn’t change Erasia geostrategy. 
The over throw of Iran capet cause west hemisphere 
power become a main player in interment (seclusion) 
polity sat forth, which is designed before USA 
second world war. But The state selects new word 

order geopolitically Through influence and show its 
intention to continue its presence in east hemisphere 
which is dependent to desert storm, Kuwait 
liberalization. But Iraq and Fareast weren’t only 
countries which had Washington expansionist 
strategies. USA is the first powerful country in 
international order after soviet over throw. USA 
attempts to increase its superiority through 
influencing in Eurasia and combat with Eurasia 
powers which have same power. But Eurasia has 
combat potential more than others regions, such that 
UN, china, Iran and especially Russa has same 
potential. As a result, Washington decides obtain its 
aim through same regions in Eurasia especially 
divided regions from soviet in east European and 
south Caucasus and central Asia. these countries help 
USA. The region geographically are Eurasial power 
which put stress to security environment to increase 
international influence. 
USA attempt to influence in Russa security limit: 
              After Russa over throw, USA has attempted 
to influence in near regions abounding Russa and to 
change give region geologic in interest of itself. 
A) Nato extension to East: 
              Following soviet union over throw and 
vashow contract, some security is sues’s researchers 
believed that expiration time’s nato come to end ant it 
will over throw. but nato keep it self by new 
definition of threats and structural reconstruction and 
has extend its responsibility areas and geographical 
frontiers. Security structure’s nato creates assouation 
between its member in political, economical, and 
security areas and in non military areas such science, 
information and same issues after soviet union throw. 
Block further more, terrorism threats substituted east 
block threats (nato, 2004)  Nato announced its willing 
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to accept new members in eastern Europe based on 
quality development. 

Thus, Poland, Hungry, Czech republic in 
1999 at first and Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Romani, Estonia, Slovenia in 2004 joined to security 
union. (Nato. Ibid)  
B) Recently, Ukraine, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Israel  
                 Show their interest to join in the 
organization. Russa announced its disagreement with 
Nato extension to East repeatedly. Especially They 
announced its anxiety in concerned joining USA 
frontier to nato to West. Potin said in a positioning 
that Moscow will’s be quiet introit of the 
measurements.  
c) The settlement of Missile shield scheme in east 
European:     
              There Were initiatives to destroy soviet 
union Atomic Missile attack to reach their aims in 
USA which tested successfully by strategic defense 
initiative and could exploded a Balestic Missile 
above pacific ocean. 

Recently, USA announced it’s willing to 
settle Missile defense schem in western Europe. 
According to the scheme a Radar in Czech and a 
Missile in Poland.  Missile interceptor will settle. 
Washington claims that the scheme settle to confront 
to (Mediator) missil as rebel. The settlement cause 
Russia loss part of it’s ability especially infront of 
Europe. From respect of Moscow, despite of 
Washington claim, the scheme will settle to comfort 
to intracontinents Missiles. Than Moscow take 
serious position from it. Especially The scheme has 
settled in grand land and Alaska. Potin suggested that 
The scheme settle in Gobale in Azarabyejan republic 
instead of east Europe in his president ship period. 
The suggestion which wash washing  Intention was 
rejected from white house and there wasn't no doubt 
for Russa which USA aims to limit Russia defense 
military. 
D) USA willing to last attendance in central Asia 
and south cau casus :  
              Russa has introduction National security 
limit to world by suggesting ''near abraad'' geo 
politically which is in soviet union. Then They have 
no will that trans- regional powers arrive to the 
region which limit or reject it. During Afghanistan 
war which Lead to its possession by USA and 
Coalitions in November 2001, USA could stele its 
powers in khan Abad- ozbakistan, Monas- 
geghizestan, Kolab- Tajikestan military bases. 

Russa ( and china) has announced its 
disagreement to staying of USA forces in the bases 
for along time and They must leave there but 
Washington declared its intention to staying in 
control Asia for a long time. Although USA forces 
retreated from khan Abad as a result of Andijan 

events in ozbakistan, but their attendance in the 
region is the place of Washington and Moscow 
disagreement point. 
F) The appearance of color revolution in near 
abroad : 
              In first years in new millennium, The world 
were witness Democratic movements appearance in 
east Europe, Caucasus and central Asia which is 
known colored revolutions. Democratic movements 
totally emerged by non governmental organization 
which were supported by Democracy institutions in 
USA  and west financially. Red revaluation in 
Gorgestan caused shoard nadze resign in 2003, other 
colored revolution emerged in okrien and 
Gergizestan, then west list leaders succeed in stead of 
Russia leaders. Although some researcher anticipate 
same events in Moldavi, while Russian and other 
eastern republics. There is war of words between 
USA and Russa, (Hill, 2005) Greated governments 
from the revolution has had Atlantically tendencies 
Then They have important role in geopolitical change 
in interest of USA instead Russia in the region. Other 
reasons had effect on increased disagreements 
between two parties such as Washington and Nato 
inatlention to Moscow vision in Bosni crisis, stress 
on Russa as a result of human rights violation in 
Chechen, unilateral exit of Washington from disarm 
contracts especially Balestic antimissile contracts 
(ABM),…. 
              Above mentioned issues were important 
factors which caused USA changed east Europe and 
southern gaphgaz and central Asia in interest of itself 
and threated Russa National security. In other hand 
Russia has tried to challenge USA security in the 
regions. Especially after Gorgestan crisis in fall 2008, 
Russa has striated new measures about latin USA. It 
must be determined geostrategic importance of the 
region for USA. 
Geostrategic importance of latin USA for USA: 
              Substantially, three security aims in west 
hemisphere has stayed Constant for USA. First, USA 
has tried and try to banish any 
inlue 792 nfluenceenemy attendance infront of its 
interests in the hemisphere. Scond, USA tried to 
pursue political constancy to the hemisphere 
countries especially koraeb, and decrease Thein 
Sustainability in front of foreign influences. Family 
USA prefers leaders of hemisphere stay. There and 
impose unilateral to the countries. To receive The 
aim, USA has supported its military Forces in the 
hemisphere and has used from intuitional structure 
such as pan American. (National Defense University, 
1999). From Doctorin Monre age (epoch) that 
Washington prohibited orasial power to intervention 
in west hemisphere to date, USA strategy has done 
by low Costs in Latin America. USA don't fear from 
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any Local power. Actually, latin America can't Threat 
USA only. We can see that most of population and 
industrial points are settled in shore line in latin 
America political map. Then USA navy forces can 
easily influce Them. But These countries can thereat 
USA national interest in another way. From 
economical point, latin America and karaecib will 
continue to their role as a region which produce raw 
material specially oil. The region produces 40 present 
of America import raw material. Karaeib is one of 
important pointed to America export. 40 percent of 
Latin America Economy are belong to America 
import raw material. karaeib is one of important 
points to America export 40 percent of latin America 
Economy are belong to American institution, while 
America portion is 20 percent. Another region which 
has geopolitical and geo economical important for 
USA is panama channel. As a whole, In geopolitical 
respect, The availability to main commercial seas 
increases power. The Economical role of panama 
channel is evident to all is easily transportation 
between two hemisphere. USA controlled the channel 
directly by 99 year contract. But recently. The 
channel had been under control of panama 
government. If a eastern hemisphere power rules out 
the channel, use it to control or to create challenge in 
economic relationship. Distant from it to venezoela 
which is one of Russa strategic unions in latin 
America is some hundred kilometer, but it is 
available to strategic Bomber and Russa tactical 
fighter. Although, Washington don't feel anxious 
from Latin American countries, latin American has 
important role to make insecurity in America. 
Countries such as Colombia has important role to 
make security socially in northern powerful 
neighborhood. By producing Narcotic drugs and 
exporting to America, and cause Washington pay 
more costs to provide insurance, health care and 
treatment. It is said, soviet union supported fark Revo 
lutionary and cocaine producer in Bolivi secretary. 
Russa provide arms to them as soon as possible. 
Because it has no security threat for them. 

Above mentioned was the summery of west 
hemisphere role to Washington. Then it may have 
political and shartegic role for orasil powers which I 
sin front of America Russa strategists who aren't 
satisfy from America attempts pay attention to it as 
region which have potential to create new front in 
front of America which can threat wisent and keep to 
advance for abroad. Therefore Russa can exit from 
defense position design  defends measure in front of 
America. some latin American counlnes help pussa to 
balance in front of America. 
              As a whole, America has intervened to 
control latin America by  supported military leaders 
and dictators and design democracy process in the 

countries. There were many dictators such as 
pinochat and Batesta in the region, some latin 
America researcher entitled it, ''The land of 
dictators''. Recently, Left is groups could influenced 
in some countries, such as Hogo chare 2 in 
venezoela, 1yo Marals in Bolivia, Daniel Ortega in 
Nicaragua and Garisa in peru. Then, latin American 
state support Russa because of Washington support 
from than dictators and USA influence in country 
affairs, in other word, foreign countries welcome to 
America. Leftlist governments welcome to russa in 
latin America too. 
Russa a in latin America:  
              Modern Russa has emerged in latin America 
as a result of soviet union emerged. In soviet union 
period, its attendance in latin America wasn't 
historical, economical or cultural dependence. Its 
completion with USA was main reason. Modern 
Russa entered to latin America by economical 
intention as soon as union soviet overthrow). 
Although it had commercial intention about latin 
America in 90 century. Its strategic intention became 
more important Than commercial intention. In 
1993,its relationship with latin America was 
considered an important aim to Russa economical 
development. In foreign politics draft. Russa 
considered latin American countries such as 
Argentine, Brazil, Mexico as one of low cost caviar 
resources and bilateral technological association and 
market for Russa armaments industry. Russa is 
accepted as a OAS observer when the term'' extra 
ordinary was offered. The change is result of 
Gorgestan events. Following soviet union over 
throw) and appearance of Gorgestan in political map, 
The country faced to separatist tendencies in Ekhazia 
and southern ostia which has supported by Moscow. 
In September in this year, Gorgestan army went to 
the region to comfort with ecentrycity in Abkhazia 
and southern ostia outonomous republics. Moscow 
reflects strong reaction, such that keremlin introduced 
its military forces to the region and sent out Gorgi 
forces. Following it, Russa Dumma recognized 
Abkhazia and ostia independency scheme. It was 
considered a long strong west reaction especially 
USA. Later, It was agreed that Russa forces 
evacuated from Gorgestan, as a result, Crisis was 
decreased little, but broas- minded people was 
considered it as aturning point in USA and Russa 
relationship. Following that events, some American 
ships were settled in black sea which was American 
influence in the security limit. Russa reflected its 
reaction to Washington by arrival in Latin American 
limit.  Russa and Venezuela: strategic relationship. 

Bilateral relationship following chavez 
travels to Moscow and Medoclof in jaly and Nov. 
receptivity on 2008 development which means 
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Moscow attempts to escape from geostrategic 
problems. Following that, Chavez said strictly : ''How 
did we lost soviet union''. He mentioned to Potin's 
word in 2005, which said, soviet union has been 
biggest geopolitical tragedy in 20 century. we said 
strictly about strategic union change to freedom in 
front of yanky Amperialism. Apparently, venzoela 
plays same role in Russa Now that koba played for 
soviet union. Following that meetings, chavez signed 
a 4/5 dollar contract 10 buying  arm ament from 
Russa. Roka san Migoel, who is Military analyst has 
said : ''Venezoela change to biggest armament buyer 
from Russa in 2005 by buying armament in Medodef 
Journey to karakas, including 54 helicopters, 25 war 
jet sukhoi, 5000 gun. But Medodef travel to caracas 
is more important Than other. Medidef traved to latin 
America in Nov to attend in cooperation organization 
between Asia and oceanic. Following that he traveled 
to kuba, peru, Brazil and Venezuela. His travel to 
Venezuela had strategic results. Although he has 
said:'' It is a humanistic, economic, defensive travel''. 
He added : '' It isn't against third- portys.'' He 
continued that His country (state) avoid to any 
influence in latin America. But analysts consider it as 
Rassa saber- rahling against America. 
Conclusion: 

Modern Russa has emerged in latin America 
as a result of soviet union emerged. In soviet union 
period, its attendance in latin America wasn't 
historical, economical or cultural dependence. Its 
completion with USA was main reason. Modern 
Russa entered to latin America by economical 
intention as soon as union soviet overthrow). 
Although it had commercial intention about latin 
America in 90 century. Its strategic intention became 
more important Than commercial intention. 
Although, Washington don't feel anxious from Latin 
American countries, latin American has important 
role to make insecurity in America. Countries such as 
Colombia has important role to make insecurity 
socially in northern powerful neighborhood. By 
producing Narcotic drugs and exporting to America, 
and cause Washington pay more costs to provide 
insurance, health care and treatment. It is said, soviet 
union supported fark Revo lutionary and cocaine 
producer in Bolivi secretary. Russa provide arms to 
them as soon as possible. Because it has no security 
threat for them. 
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